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Kevin Francis Gray/Pace London

Kevin Francis Gray's 2012 bronze 'Temporal
Sitter' (2012).

By MARY M. LANE

Sculptor Kevin Francis Gray recalls that for many children in his hometown in Northern Ireland,
making petrol bombs to throw at police was a common pastime.

"I never realized that where I was growing up was such a
sinister and dark place," said the London-based sculptor
in July, shortly after joining top-end gallery Pace. The
Catholic-born Mr. Gray grew up in South Armagh,
Northern Ireland, during the Troubles—the three
decades of violence between Catholic separatists and
Protestant loyalists that claimed over 3,000 lives before
ending in 1998.

The "inherent darkness and complication" of the
Troubles, Mr. Gray says, influenced the moods behind
his sculptures, which will be shown in London at Pace's
Frieze Art Fair booth in October and at Mr. Gray's first
solo show with Pace in London this autumn.

Mr. Gray may be best known for the viscous, golden
"Mirror Man" that stars alongside Charlize Theron's evil
queen in the hit 2012 film "Snow White and the
Huntsman." Mr. Gray, who created a maquette of the
sculpture digitized for the film, "twists romantic
classicism in a way that is extremely contemporary,"
says the film's director, Rupert Sanders.

During the solo show of Mr. Gray's "12 Chambers"
sculptures, visitors will walk through crevices separating 8-foot-tall bronze figures of a dozen
residents of Hackney, the working-class London area where the 41-year-old artist sculpts. Though
the nude bodies of the figures are sculpted from professional models, Mr. Gray canvassed
Hackney's streets for his project's characters, on whom he based the faces and personalities. They
included a local shoe designer and chef, while others were homeless or drug addicts.

Mr. Gray says his experience interacting with the hardened individuals in his Irish hometown
helped him befriend the gritty locals without coming across as "a nut job" and persuade them to
participate.

Five maquettes of the "12 Chambers" series sold out within a few hours at Pace's Art Basel booth in
June for $69,000 each, showing the swift success a high-profile gallery can bring a previously
unknown artist.
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Mr. Gray's full-size marble sculptures range from $152,000 to $228,000. The artist turned to
marble for the life-size "Ballerina and Boy," a petite dancer shown en pointe and crumbling under
the wait of a muscular male dancer slung over her shoulder. Taut muscles pull and strain
underneath a thin layer of sculpted cloth that obscures both dancers' faces. "There's something
amazing about the woman being this incredibly strong character who has to hold up" a passive
man, says Mr. Gray. "Ballerina" will show at Frieze.

London collector Alison Deighton says Mr. Gray's coupling of such "modern messages" with
traditional mediums like bronze and marble makes his work compelling. "There are no gimmicks
to his work," says Ms. Deighton. She owns "Face Off," a bronze couple from 2007, plus the first of
the five small editions of "12 Chambers" sold at Art Basel.

Each of Mr. Gray's works takes between nine and 18 months to produce, resulting in only about
five pieces annually. Their prices have so far kept one Gray admirer—Mr. Sanders, the "Snow
White" director—from buying. He says, "I'll wait and buy one when I'm rich and famous."

Write to Mary M. Lane at mary.lane@wsj.com

A version of this article appeared August 3, 2013, on page C14 in the U.S. edition of The Wall
Street Journal, with the headline: Shiny Bronzes With a Hint of Darkness.
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